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About This Content

Show your support for the Capcom Pro Tour with the Capcom Pro Tour 2017 Premier Pass.

Includes the following content: Ryu CPT Costume, Ken CPT Costume, and special in-game titles "Capcom Cup 2017" and
"Capcom Pro Tour 2017.” This pass also includes Guile's CPT Champion’s Choice costume and Ring of Pride stage.

This special content will only be available for a limited time, so be sure to grab it before it's gone.

Special daily targets for Capcom Pro Tour: 2017 Premier Pass are not included.
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Do NOT buy this...the "daily targets" turn out to be a 9 "monthly targets" that amoung other things requiring a total 240 online
ranked match victories to claim; something casual players will likely have difficulty doing. Those of us that already purchased
fell for another Capcom con. NEVER PRE-ORDER from Capcom. NEVER.. This DLC bundle DOES NOT include the EX3
costume color from the PS4 Pro Tour DLC. That blue\/blue combo was supposedly made to match the Sony and Capcom
company colors and is exclusive to that platform since Sony is the official tour sponsor.. I didn't buy the CPT pass for the
content itself, but I wanted to contribute to the Capcom Pro Tour. Knowing that some of my cash will wind up in the winner's
pocket and that I have helped fund the tour makes me feel a little bit more a part of the whole thing.I see this as a crowd funding
exercise with rewards. It would have felt not quite worth it if the DLC wasn't exclusive to this season or if it wasn't funding the
CPT. I'm interested to see how much fight money I can accumulate through the CPT challenges, which is a nice adidtion at a
time when so many new character colours have been released.

You should buy this if you're a completionist, really want this particular content, or if you want to really contribute to the
Capcom Pro Tour. Otherwise just buy the costumes\/stages you want.

Oh, and The Champions Choice costume is for Guile!. Show my loyatal to Capcom just like F.A.N.G to M.Bison.. It's a fund to
support the Capcom Pro Tour.

Is that a dragon or a lion behind Ryu?

I would consider it a lion.
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Buy this package just for "Capcom Pro Tour 2017" and "Capcom Cup 2017" titles.
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